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This time, let’s consider spring-back and warpage measures.

Spring-back is a phenomenon in which the bending angle rebounds when the pressure is removed 
after bending. Here are three typical examples of measures.

Spring-back
(Spring-back value)

Two-stage bending in which two bends are made with one stroke.

About 80°~90° 90°

1. In the first stage, bend to about 80° to 90° as preliminary bending.
　Once the pressure is released, spring-back occurs intentionally.

2. The specified angle can be obtained by applying 
　 pressure again without raising the punch.

Corner pressing method (striking)
It is also called a striking method, and protrusions called striking are provided 
at both corners of the cutting edge of the punch, and spring-back is prevented 
by approaching the bending of the coining method.
*This type has a special punch shape, but is suitable for mass production.
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Continue to the next page

About 100°

V notch in previous

Punch

1/3 T or less

Provide V-notch (Edge preparation)
A method in which a V-notch (V-shaped recess) is pre-attached to the work material 
in the previous process, and pressed so that the edge of the punch hits that part.

These dimensions are designed by 
the tool manufacturer according 

to the processing conditions.



For More information,
please contact 
CONIC tool sales desk.

1. The tool used is re-grinding at the same time.
    *Since several tools are often used side by side, process with the accuracy between tools.
2. Bend with coining.
3. If you are using an older machine, adjust the shim between the die and holder where warping occurs.
    After bending once, bend again, so it is necessary to pay attention to tool positioning and shim 
    thickness setting.
4. If you are using an old machine, avoid bending at the position where the pressurized cylinder is, 
    and perform bending.
*For 3 and 4, measures are taken on the machine itself in the current machine, and adjustments can be made on the console 
  or on the mechanism of the machine body.

[Precautions when using old machines]
■The longer material bending they are the more manual 
　corrections is needed.
■As a guide, an error of 0.5mm for SPCC and 1.5 to 2.0mm 
　for SUS is given for bending of 1m or more.
■However, it depends on the specifications of the mold and 
　machine, and the material to be processed, so it is necessary 
　to collect data with in a company. Old machine image

*The amount of warpage differs depending on the thickness and material.

Cutting by Turret Punch Press
&

Punch Press machine
Cutting by laser processing

The direction of the warpage Both ends upward Both ends downward

The degree of the warpage

Bending speed & warpage

Material & amount of warpage

Smaller than laser processing

If the bending speed is reduced,
the warpage tends to decrease.

SPCC < SUS SPCC < SUS

If the bending speed is increased,
the warpage tends to decrease.

Larger than Turret Punch Press
&

Punch Press machine

Problems in bending are often caused by “spring-back” and “defective angle”, including “crack” of 
Vol. PB-10, and cannot be solved only by calculation and tool accuracy. In fact, the reality is that more 
is being dealt with by “experience”. Advances in machinery and analysis software are evolving, but 
in fact, correction after trial is indispensable. It is necessary to respond based on various experience 
know-how depending on the situation.


